FIRST DAY-24 MAY 2021
The first day started well with the Romanian hosts giving
a welcoming speech describing what is the national
college of computer science, then the day was split in
two different parts. The first part involved all the
participants presenting themselves, saying what they
liked, what hobbies they have. We all encountered a lot
of technical difficulties regarding the internet
connection also the online room was crowded so when
somebody didn`t turn off their microphone a howling
noise would emerge from the depths of the earth. Even
though, with all the problems everybody managed to
adapt to the situation and in the second part of the day
we all got accommodated. The second part included the ice breaking activity, that got us to work together in teams and
we got issued the problem of what would we, do if 25 million euros were heading to every team way, so basically the
whole point was that every team needs to make a specific list of what they would do with the money. Every team got
really good ideas of investing it into real estate, crypto currency or making small businesses. On the other side everybody
got many ideas of how to spend it, like donating to charity,
buying expensive houses in exotic locations like Panama,
Cuba, Hawaii, spending it on expensive cars like a Hummer,
Bentleys, Rolls Royce, maybe if we put together all of our
money we could end world hunger.
The Day went by fast and with all the technical difficulties it
still was a fun and enjoyable experience, and it made me
thrilled for the next days that are to come.

SECOND DAY-25 MAY 2021

During the second day, things went a lot more
smoothly, we did not encounter the same
problems as the prior day, everyone arrived to
the meeting on time and the activities were
interesting enough to kept everyone engaged.
The day started with every country presenting
their way of teaching online classes. Each
school presented its own methodologies aimed
for student's best performances. A more
specific teaching method would be the flipped
classroom, method which has been argued to
have a good application and results as expected.
Also, in the end there was a presentation of Piatra-Neamț, which we all learned that is a very beautiful
city, surrounded by very stunning mountain views. The video showed photos of the central park and
there was even a video filmed on The New Years' Eve which contained the fireworks show that happens
every year.
In conclusion, the second day was very fun, and we all learned a lot of stuff.

THIRD DAY-26 MAY 2021
The third day started with a video of a history lesson of
National College of computer science, hosted by Mr. Mihai
Lostun.
The lesson presented was about the evolution of
communism in Romania. The day continued with the
contestants being split in teams and they had a debate about
communism and the
discussion wondered in other topics like ways of running a country and
the different opinions between the students and that indeed was very
interesting because everybody managed to add different arguments to
the subject.
The day concluded with our Romanian friends making a beautiful
presentation of the Cucuteni heritage. This day was very interesting
because it made the students and the teachers engage more with each other.

FOURTH DAY-27 MAY 2021
The fourth day started with a
WebQuest that increases a
student`s motivation by providing
an essential question, real-life
resources with which to work, and
opportunities to work in
cooperative groups. Before starting the actual
WebQuest, there was a presentation of its description
and its purpose in the activity.
After the web quest the students were divided in
groups and they had to make a presentation about how
their country was founded and they introduced to us
the important events
that impacted the
country`s development in a meaningful way. Each team presented their
project about their country, and so we had all kinds of successful
presentations.
This day ended like the others, with joy on the faces of the participants
and a felling of accomplishment that everyone was able to present their
projects that they worked on very carefully.

